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CHIPPY

Hi everybody,

■Who picks huckleberries up on Broad Mountain and
10:30 mi Initials are JS.
P.S. How many quarts JS?

out of season before

Who is the cute girl that Tony Scaran takes home
High School?,

from St. Gabriels'

After a Friday-nite beer party last weekend, one of our students
was overheard saying "Boy, was he drunk. He could just about carry me.

Pelt

Barbara Grubbs has been selling folders that a certain Comp* 5
teacher collects from his students.

Congratulations to Stan Grusewski.

Bill Boyle's personality is beginning to tell on Hr. Zerbe.

Don't forget, I'll be watching you tonight at the Semi.

Chippy

NO - NOT YOU - THE OTHER ONE

Have you caught yourself calling "Hey Smitty" and getting three or
four responses? If you haven't, watch yourself 'cause what you say to
the wrong Smitty may turn out to be embarrassing. Here at the. Center
we have three Smiths - Calvin, Roland, and Hilliam, To top this off, a

few Sophomores have been tabbing "Smitty" on Dave Drasher - just to
complicate the situation. Oh, we can't forget Mrs. Smith, our capable cook.
So if you shout "Hey Smitty" - be prepared for a half-dozen faces.

CA PUS iHICK

In this issue we bring you the second clue of our "Campus Chick".
So far, nobody has guessed the right person but keep trying. Below are
added four more lines to unravel.

Some just say nineteen
But some may say eighteen,
Not a prize, but a fee
That both could it be?

A nickname quite well known
High marks had earned to own
Six more trends plus some
Then a job or a gun.

Staff: Lil Junas, Art Teel, Mary Jane Skoff, Marri Lu Lotito, Russ Brungard
Barbara Grubbs, and Maryann Wassel.


